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Q6 How do you assess TGEU´s work of advocating for improved
protection for trans people in EU law?
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.
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Q7 Has TGEU’s work to advance equality for trans people included
marginalized groups? Choose all the relevant groups.

Answered: 9 Skipped: 7
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.



Total Respondents: 9  
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.



Q8 How do you rate TGEU´s work of
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.
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Q9 What should TGEU do in future for greater impact of its work for trans
equality?

Answered: 10 Skipped: 6
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Build capacity of trans organisations to engage in European level advocacy

Build capacity of trans organisations to engage in strategic court cases

Publish studies on implementation of EU law in areas relevant to trans people

Publish reports and studies on the legal protection status of trans people

Publish reports and studies on the socio-economic status of trans people

Develop awareness raising materials and trainings on EU law

Engage with EU institutions to advocate new laws and policies

Work with lawyers to exchange and build capacity of legal professionals

Engage in strategic litigation before national courts

Engage in strategic litigation before CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.



Total Respondents: 10  
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.
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Q10 How could TGEU support people and groups who are working for
trans equality?

Answered: 10 Skipped: 6

Total Respondents: 10  
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Connect trans activists with pro bono lawyers (working for free)

Finance trans equality advocacy projects on national level

Raise awareness among trans people on financial support for court cases (legal aid)

Develop tools that explain EU law

Finance court cases on national level

Raise awareness among trans people on their EU rights

Develop tools that help to use EU law

Finance trans equality advocacy projects on European level

Finance court cases on European level
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EU equality law and trans people TGEU currently evaluates its advocacy work for trans equality. Please take the
following survey (max 7 min) to help us assess how EU equality law works for trans people and how useful TGEU´s

work is to you.
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